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Since 2000 years we repeatedly hear and read that Christ will return. What is this really about? 

As I have written in other texts and books, my opinion is that Jesus was not an incarnation of the 

high and first created entity that we call Christ, but a messenger sent to us by him. His message was 

too radical for the ruling elite at that time, for the religious and political establishment, and threat-

ened their power and thus they had him executed in the hope that the message would soon be for-

gotten. But things did not happen that way. His message spread through a movement that was the 

real original Christianity, later called the Gnostic Christians (the “knowing Christians”), the ones 

who still knew the message. Then the establishment considered manipulating the message to change 

it and insofar falsify it that essential truths would be lost. It was Paul, who at first as Saul fought 

against the original Christians but then established a new “Christianity” as a kind of “Christianity 

light”. Out of this modified “Christianity” a Church came to be. A clever tactic. But why did Christ 

allow that to happen? It seems that a time period was given with an allowance for negative forces, 

which unfortunately had arisen in the creation, in which we all should eventually come to a decision 

and definitely choose side. 

How, then, could the return of Christ take place? Is Jesus supposed to come again or will Christ 

send us a new messenger? Or will he this time come himself? But he was and is always there! And 

how would it be possible that this first created great entity in a way should become “compressed” in 

a single human being among billions? On a single planet among trillions in the universe? It would 

probably be a matter of sending a messenger, who will this time definitely put an end to evil! This 

would for each and every one of us mark the ultimacy of our choice between light and darkness, 

with consequences that are then irrevocable. 

Could it be that this messenger will be Jesus coming back? This time with the question: “You now 

had 2000 years to decide. What have you decided for yourself? Now there is no more return! Your 

destiny is now written in stone!” 

2000 years! Man does not live that long … or do we? The human being is not a body inhabited by a 

soul. The true human is that soul! And it reincarnates again and gathers experiences from one in-

carnation to another. Even though in an incarnation the memory of previous lives is hidden, it is 

there – only unconscious to the rational mind. Thus we have gathered many enlightening but also 

dark experiences out of which we should now come to a decision, an ultimate choice. 

The original Gnostic Christians knew about reincarnation as their lost texts show that were rediscovered 

in Nag Hammadi in Egypt in 1945. The Church, however, did not want us to know about it because that 

would weaken their beloved power. It may very well be that reincarnation was also a matter about 

which Jesus said: “I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now.” (John 16:12). 

How, then, would Jesus be able to appear again to us? Or maybe he is already here but secretly? 

There is an old tradition about something called the Grail. But what then is the Grail? There are main-

ly two descriptions of it. One is a chalice in which Joseph of Arimathea collected blood that came out 

of Jesus’ body during the crucifixion; another is a kind of stone that came from heaven to Earth. But if 

Jesus’ blood was gathered in a chalice, what would have become out of it? It would clot and dry and 

at the end it would be like a stone. Thus the two traditions become one. The one tradition was pre-

served for us by Chrétien de Troy in the story about Perceval. The other by Wolfram von Eschenbach 

in the story about Parzival. Somehow more or less the same but in different ways. I wrote a chapter 

about that in my book Der Geheime Krieg der Anunnaki (in German). 

Where is that Grail today? There is one more tradition that goes along with it. A story about how Je-

sus’ genes came into humanity and spread in it! Jesus and Mary Magdalene were married and had a 

daughter, who after Jesus’ death together with Mary Magdalene came to the coast of Camargue in 

France after a long journey with a little boat, at a place where today is the small town Sainte-Maries 

de la Mer. From there, Mary Magdalene and the daughter went to the region of Marseille, where Mary 
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settled. How the life of the daughter continued is not known, but one may assume that she married and 

had a family, out of which, through many generations, the Jesus genes spread in the world. His genes 

are, therefore, widely spread in humanity today and that would be the reality of the Grail! Out of this, 

Jesus can arise again, as was prepared in this way through a divine plan for his return! 

Why is it written: “Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there; believe it not” 

(Matth 24:23), “And then if any man shall say to you, Lo, here is Christ; or, lo, he is there; believe him 

not” (Marc 13:21)? My most important spiritual teacher was Oscar Marcel Hinze. He said repeatedly 

that Jesus will not reappear as a person, but he will awaken in each of us! Then certainly in each of us 

with a Jesus gene … and not only in them. In the course of 2000 years, this gene will have spread wide-

ly and in large numbers in humanity. Since the spread of it began in France, one would first expect to 

find it in the land of the Cathars. They were in my view the most Christian people that ever were in hu-

manity (besides the very first original Gnostic Christians that had learned from Jesus himself). 

The Church does not tolerate competition. If Jesus were here again, he would scold the Church for all its 

sins. Therefore, the Vatican wants to prevent his return since they would one day have to handle their 

power over to him. For that reason, a replica of Jesus on the cross is displayed in every Church and eve-

ry catholic home to subliminally signalize: “Jesus is dead! Now we have the power (and no one shall 

take it from us).” That is why the Church carried out a genocide in the 13
th
 century against the Cathars 

(Albigenses) –  the worst sin of the Church – allegedly to eradicate “heresy”, but in my opinion in the 

secret hope to get rid of carriers of Jesus genes. They did, of course, not know about genes at that time, 

but certainly will have had texts about the Grail in the secret Vatican library and saw some connection. 

There will presumably have been carriers of the genes among the Cathars, but not only there. The gene 

will have spread all over Europe and (e.g. through colonization) over the whole world. It will no more 

be possible to eradicate it. 

Since the Illuminati came to be it is a part of a plan that was later further elaborated by Albert Pike that 

Church and Christianity should be eliminated and replaced by Islam, because the latter does not refer to 

Jesus but only mentions him briefly as a minor prophet to be subordinated under Mohammed 

All this effort – elimination of the original Gnostic Christianity to replace it with a modified Paulinian 

one, a holocaust against the Cathars, growing antichristianity and the increasing replacement of Christi-

anity with its greatest enemy, Islam – can be seen in a collected effort against a return of Jesus as a mes-

senger of Christ. And the one who wants this can only be the Antichrist – Lucifer, Satan. 

In June 2019 it was reported concerning Christianity in France that Macron would rather not have it 

in his country. Growing enmity against Christianity is, a.o., demonstrated by damaging attacks on 

churches. However, we have to differentiate between the Church as an institution and true Christi-

anity, as indicated above. Fighting Christianity in France – a country from where according to the 

tradition mentioned above a spread of the Jesus gene would have originated – may also be seen in 

relation to the hypothesis of certain interests against a return of Jesus. Especially so since Macron 

now advocates an islamization in France through a “French Islam” rather than a “political Islam” 

from outside. And that secretly and insidiously since this cannot be talked about in public because 

the people would hardly take it very seriously and one would risk ridicule. Here, other powers are at 

work and Macron may not himself know much about them. 
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